PICO
BBD
Thank you for purchasing Erica Synths Pico Series module!
With Pico Series we challenged ourselves – can we make ANY
superior functionality synth module 3HP wide and affordable?
Yes, we can.

FEATURES

Full analogue circuit
4092 stage BBD chip
Up to 300ms delay time
CV control over delay time
Input and output protection against overvoltage
Protection against reverse PSU connection

TECHNICAL SPECS

Erica Pico BBD is surprisingly great sounding (we were surprised
ourselves), full analogue 4092 stage bucket brigade delay module;
the smallest BBD in eurorack. Besides nice and clean flanger and delay
effects, at full CW settings of TIME and feedback knobs it can produce
extreme sonic artefacts. Tweak knobs and enjoy!

Delay time
CV input level (full span)
Power consumption
Module width
Module depth

up to 300ms
-5V - +5V
+20mA, -9mA
3HP
35mm

PICO
BBD

Adjust the Delay time from very
short, flanger-like effects CCW to
nice analogue delay effects and
extreme sonic artefacts CW. The Time
CV is added to the knob setting
Adjust feedback level! In full CW
setting the module will go to self
oscillation

This is the Dry/Wet crossfade control

A switch discretely adjusts audio
signal level. Sometimes, at high
feedback settings, you may wish to
hear more of BBD sounds and less
audio input

This is time CV input

Patch the audio signal here

This is the output of the module

Safety Instructions

Please follow the instructions for use of the Erica Synths module
below, ‘cause only this will guarantee proper operation of the module
and ensure warranty from Erica Synths.
Water is lethal for most of the electric devices, unless they are made
waterproof. This Erica Synths module is NOT intended for use in a humid or
wet environment. No liquids or other conducting substances must get
into the module. Should this happen, the module should be disconnected
from mains power immediately, dried, examined and cleaned by
a qualified technician.
Do not expose the module to temperatures above +50° C or below -20° C. If
you have transported module in extreme low temperatures, leave it in
room temperature for an hour before plugging it in
Transport the instrument carefully, never let it drop or fall over.
Warranty does not apply to modules with visual damages.
The module has to be shipped in the original packaging only. Any module
shipped to us for return, exchange and/or warranty repair has to be in
its original packaging. All other deliveries will be rejected and
returned to you. Make sure you keep the original packaging and
technical documentation.
This device complies to the EU guidelines and is manufactured ROHS
conforming without use of led, mercury, cadmium and chrome.
Nevertheless, this device is special waste and disposal in household
waste is not recommended.

You will find Erica Synths terms of warranty at www.ericasynths.lv.
Items for return, exchange and/or warranty repair have to be sent to:
Erica Synths
Andrejostas Str. 43
Riga
Latvia
LV-1045
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